Planar st-graphs find applications in a number of areas. In this paper, we present efficient parallel algorithms for solving several fundamental problems on planar st-graphs. The problems we consider include all-pairs shortest paths in weighted planar st-graphs, single-source shortest paths in weighted planar layered digraphs (which can be reduced to single-source shortest paths in certain special planar st-graphs), and depth-first search in planar st-graphs. Our parallel shortest path techniques exploit the specific geometric and graphic structures of planar stgraphs, and involve schemes for partitioning planar st-graphs into subgraphs in a way that ensures that the resulting path length matrices have a monotonieity property (1, 2]. The parallel algorithms we obtain are considerable improvement over the previously best known solutions (when they are applied to these st-graph problems), and are in fact relatively simple. The parallel computational models we use are the CREW PRAM and EREW PRAM.
Introduction
An n-vertex planar st-graph G = (V; E) is a planar directed acyclic graph with exactly one source vertex s and exactly one sink vertex t, such that G can be embedded in the plane with both sand t on the boundary of the external face of the embedding of G. Planar st-graphs find applications in a number of areas, including partial orders, computational geometry (e.g., path planning, planar point location, and visibility), graph theory (e.g., graph drawing, planar graph embedding, and graph planarization), VLSI design (e.g., floorplanning and layout compaction), and motion planning (see [32] for references). Series-parallel graphs are a special case of planar st-graphs.
In this paper, we present efficient deterministic parallel algorithms for solving several fundamental problems on planar st-graphs. In particular, we consider the following problems.
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• All-pairs shortest paths in weighted planar st-graphs (whose edges are associated with nonnegative weights).
• Single-source shortest paths in weighted planar layered digraphs. Note that shortest paths in planar layered digraphs can be reduced to shortest paths in certain special planar st-graphs.
• Depth-first search in planar st-graphs.
We henceforth assume all graphs have n vertices and have edges whose weights are nonnegative.
The parallel computational models we use are the CREW PRAM and EREW PRAM [14] .
Recall that the PRAM is a synchronous parallel model in which all processors share a common memory and each processor can access any memory location in constant time. The CREW PRAM allows simultaneous accesses to the same memory location by multiple processors only if all such accesses are for reading data only. The EREW PRAM forbids multiple processors to simultaneously access the same memory location. We also refer to the CReW PRAM model, which allows simultaneous accesses to the same memory location for both reading and writing data. Note that the CReW PRAM is more powerful than the CREW PRAM and EREW PRAM, and the simulation of a CRCW PRAM algorithm on a CREW or EREW PRAM by using the same number of processors can cause an increase in the time bound by a logarithmic factor. For convenience, all our algorithms will be described using two parallel complexity bounds: Time and work (the work is the time x processor product of an algorithm). The processor bounds of all our parallel algoritmm.
can be easily derived by using Brent's theorem [4] .
The problem of computing shortest paths in graphs is fundamental in computer science, and has applications in solving many scientific and engineering problems. Sequentially, the problem is quite well studied and efficient algorithms for various versions of graph shortest path problems have been given (e.g., see [6, 8] ). However, designing efficient parallel algorithms for computing shortest paths in graphs has remained an elusive task despite considerable efforts.
Several interesting parallel graph algorithms for all-pairs shortest paths are known. Han, Pan, and Reif [11] presented an O(Iog2 n) time, o(n 3 ) work EREW PRAM algorithm for all-pairs shortest paths in general directed graphs. Cohen [5] gave an O(log4 n) time, O(n 2 Iogn) work CREW PRAM algorithm for all-pairs shortest paths in planar directed graphs. An O(logn) time, O(n 2 ) work EREW PRAM algorithm for all-pairs shortest paths in series-parallel digraphs can be obtained from the results of [33] (by using the parallel tree contraction technique [14] ). Note that a senesparallel digraph is a directed acyclic graph with exactly one source and exactly one sink, such that the graph can be constructed by series and parallel compositions. Series-parallel digraphs are a special case of planar st-graphs.
There are also parallel graph algorithms for single·source shortest paths. Pan and Reif [25, 26] developed an O(Iog3 n) time, O(n1. 5 ) work algorithm for single-source shortest paths in planar undirected graphs, and this result has been generalized to planar directed graphs [5, 11] . Klein and Subramanian [21] gave a linear-processor, polylog-time algorithm for single-source shortest paths in planar directed graphs, but the exponent in their polylogarithmic running time is rather large. An O(logn) time, O(n) work EREW PRAM algorithm for single-source shortest paths in series-parallel digraphs was presented in [33J.
There are a few parallel algorithms for computing a shortest path between one pair of vertices in certain graphs. Aggarwal The problem of computing a depth-first search tree in a graph is fundamental in graph theory, and is easily solved in linear time sequentially [6] . In parallel, performing ordered depth-first search that visits vertices of a graph in a given order is known to be P-complete [27] . There are parallel algorithms for depth-first search in various special graphs, such as chordal graphs (20] , series-parallel graphs [12] , planar undirected graphs [10, 13, 15, 19, 29, 30] , and planar directed graphs [16, 17, 18] . In particular, Kao and Klein (18] gave an 0(1og10n) time, O(nlog10n) work algorithm for depthfirst search in general planar directed graphs, and Kao [17] presented an O(logS n) time, O(n log<\ n) work algorithm for depth~first search in strongly connected planar directed graphs.
In this paper, we present the following efficient parallel solutions:
• An 0(1og2 n ) time, O(n 2 ) work CREW PRAM algorithm for all-pairs shortest paths in planar st-graphs. The techniques of this algorithm, when applied to computing all-pairs shortest paths in the planar directed acyclic grid graphs of [1, 2] , yield an O(log2 n) time, O(n 2 ) work CREW PRAM algorithm.
• An O(log2 n) time, O(nlogn) work CREW PRAM algorithm for single-source shortest paths in planar layered digraphs. This generalizes the source-to-sink shortest path result of [28).
• An O(logn) time, O(n) work EREW PRAM algorithm for depth-first search in planar stgraphs. In comparison, our parallel algorithms arc considerable improvement over the previously best known results (which are often for more general classes of graphs) when they are applied to these stgraph problems, and in fact are relatively simple. Further, note that our parallel depth-first search and all-pairs shortest path algorithms are optimal, and the work bound of our parallel single-source shortest path algorithm is within only a logn factor of the time bound of its corresponding optimal sequential algorithm.
All our parallel algorithms exploit the specific geometric and graphic structures of planar stgraphs. Our parallel shortest path techniques involve two graph partitioning schemes: The strict one-way separators for planar st-graphs (which make use of the visibility representation of planar st-graphs in [32]), and the one-way separators for planar layered digraphs (which are a slight modification of the ones used in [28] ). These schemes partition planar st-graphs or planar layered digraphs into subgraphs in a way that ensures that the resulting path length matrices have a monotonicity property. This monotonicity property enables one to perform matrix multiplications in a very efficient manner. In particular, we get around the following difficulty that arises in all our shortest path computation. Observe that for the four vertices a, b, c, and d that are allan the boundary of the external face of an embedded planar st-graph G as shown in Figure 2 (a), the shortest a-to-d path in G must cross the shortest b-to-c path in G at a vertex h (because G is a planar st-graph). Such a l'crossing ll property is a key to obtaining matrices with monotonicity property. However, when some of the vertices are not on the boundary of the external face of G (as shown in Figure 2 (b)), shortest paths in G between these vertices need not cross each other. In all our shortest path computation (especially for the all-pairs case), we must use appropriate graph partitioning schemes for achieving path length matrices that have the monotonicity property.
For our parallel shortest path algorithms, we will only describe the versions for computing the lengths of the shortest paths. The length versions of the algorithms can be easily modified to generate actual shortest path trees as well as the shortest path lengths.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews some useful definitions and preliminary results_ Section 3 gives our parallel algorithm for all-pairs shortest paths in planar stgraphs. Section 4 presents our parallel algorithm for single-source shortest paths in planar layered digraphs. Section 5 discusses our parallel depth-first search algorithm on planar st-graphs. 
Preliminaries
Let G = (¥; E) be an n-vertex input graph (either a planar st-graph or a planar layered digraph), with edges whose weights are nonnegative. As in [32J, we assume that the input graph representation is embedded, that is, for each vertex v of G, the cyclic ordering of v's neighboring vertices (both incoming and outgoing) in the embedding is given in standard form (as a doubly-linked edge list).
Without loss of generality (WLOG), we assume that the embedding of G is such that all its edges are directed upwards (e.g., by rotating the embedding of the graphs in Figure 1 by 1[/4).
Planar layered digraphs are also called as planar proper hierarchies [7, 34] . The definition of a planar layered digraph is reviewed as follows. A planar layered digraph may have multiple sources and sinks (e.g., see Figure 3 (a)). Note that planar layered digraphs are a generalization of planar directed acyclic grid graphs in the sense that such a grid graph can be easily transformed to a planar layered digraph (e.g., see Figure 1 ). PRAM. An example of such a planar layered st-graph for the planar layered digraph in Figure 3 (a)
is given in Figure 3 (b) (with the dashed edges being the newly added edges with a weight of +00).
Hence, from now on, we assume that the given planar layered digraph is an n-vertex planar layered st-graph with a k-line embedding.
We need to review some useful structures of planar st-graphs, based on the development of The external face l' of G is conceptually partitioned into two faces: The "left" and "right"
external faces of G, with the left (resp., right) external face being to the left (resp., right) of the left (resp., right) bounding path of 1'.
Definition 3 The dual graph G* = (V., E*) of a planar st-graph G = (V, E) is the directed graph obtained as follows: V* = F U {s*, ttl, where s* (resp.} t*) is the left (resp., right) external face of

G. For every edge e E E, there is an edge (left(e),right(e)) E E* from left(e) to right(e).
It is easy to see that G* is also a planar st-graph with source s* and sink t'". work EREW PRAM algorithm for computing the two total orders <L and <R.
WLOG, we assume that the source vertex for our single-source shortest path and depth-first search computation is the source s ofthe input planar st-graph G. When the source vertex for these
One-way separatoI5 A number of results on computing various separators for planar graphs are known (e.g., see [9, 19, 22, 23, 24] 
subpath of P. S is called a strict one-way separator of G ' if S is a one-way separator of G ' and if for any directed path Pin G ' , P n G'(S) is either empty or a connected subpath of P.
Intuitively, for a one-way separator S of the graph G ' , a directed path in G' can "cross" the subgraph O'(S) at most once, but may enter and leave G'(S) multiple times (without crossing it).
In comparison, for a strict one-way separator S, a directed path in G ' can enter and leave G'(S) at most once. Computationally, these two types of separators have quite different consequences.
For a region R' of a graph G 1 that is bounded by strict one-way separators, all directed paths (and hence shortest paths) between any two vertices of R' never go outside R' (although these paths can touch the boundary vedices of R'). Therefore, the shortest paths in G' between any two vertices of R' can be computed simply from the region R' of G'. However, for a region R II of a graph Gil that is bounded by one-way separators, a directed path P (and hence a shortest path) that is between two vertices of R" and that has an end vertex on the boundary of R" need not stay insides the boundary of R" -such a path may pass through vertices of Gil outside R" (see Figure 4 for an example). Therefore, the shortest paths between two vertices of R" and with an end vertex on the boundary of R Il that are computed only from the region R" may not be true shortest paths in Gil.
This makes the shortest path computation using one-way separators somewhat more difficult.
As in [1, 2, 281, our algorithms involve multiplying special kinds of matrices (matrices with monotonicity, or Monge, property), in the (max,+) closed semi-ring, i.e., (M '
Although the situation depicted in Figure 2 (b) implies that the structure that gives rise to such matrices is not always available, the fact that we can deal with the situation in Figure 2 (a) will be useful.
For two disjoint vertex sets A and B on the boundary of a region R of G, let matrix MAR contain the lengths of the shortest paths that start in A and end in B (by convention, these paths go through the vertices of G on their way from A to B). 
All-Pairs Shortest Paths in Planar st-Graphs
This section presents our O(log2 n) time, O(n 2 ) work CREW PRAM algorithm for computing all-pairs shortest paths in planar st-graphs. Our parallel algorithm uses a divide-and-conquer approach. A key to this divide-and-conquer algorithm is a partitioning scheme that makes use of strict one-way separators. We will discuss first our graph partitioning scheme, and then our divide-and-conquer algorithm.
Strict One-Way Separators
The strict one-way separators we use are based on a geometric structure that is described by the following visibility representation for planar st-graphs. Figure 5 for an example). One can see that every region R of G generated by the above partitioning scheme is bounded by two strict one-way separators, one on a horizontal line bounding R from above and the other on another horizontal line bounding R from below. Further, every directed path (and hence shortest path) between two vertices of R stays insides R (since R is bounded by strict one-way separators).
We use a partition tree T G to capture the above partitioning process on the graph G. The root of Tc is associated with G and with the strict one-way separator Sc of G. The left (resp., right) child of the root ofTc is the root of the partition tree Tal (resp., T C2 ) for the lower (resp., upper) 
All-Pairs Shortest Path Computation
We are now ready to discuss the parallel computation for all-pairs shortest paths in the planar st-graph G. Note that the partitioning scheme in Subsection 3.1 puts exactly one artificial-vertex av(e) on every original edge e of G. Hence G has O(n) artificial-vertices. We shall be computing the O(n 2 ) all-pairs shortest paths between the O(n) original and artificial vertices ofG.
To simplify the computation, we need to reduce the planar st-graph G (with weighted edges) to another planar st-graph with weighted vertices: (1) For every original vertex v of G, let the weight of v be zero, (2) for every artificial-vertex av(e) of G, let the weight of av(e) be the weight of the corresponding original edge e of G, and (3) let the weights of all edges of G be zero. This reduction is easy to perform. We still let G denote the planar st-graph so resulted.
The two lemmas below form the basis for achieving efficiency in our shortest path computation.
Lemma 4 Let SR be the strict one-way separator Jor a region R of G. For any vertex v oj G, if there are two directed paths in G, one between v and an artificial-vertex av(e) of 8R and the other between v and another artificial-vertex av(e') of 8 R (with av(e) preceding av(e l ) in 8 R ), then there is a directed path in G between v and every artificial-vertex oj 8R that is between av(e) and av(e').
Proof. WLOG, assume that the two directed paths are from the vertex v to the artificial-vertices of SR (if any). Let PI (resp., P2) be a directed path from v to the sink t of G passing through av(e) (resp., av(e')). 
". Then the shortest path 5P c (a,d) intersects the shortest path 8Pc(b,c) at a vertex of G (see Figure 6). Further, Length(8P c (a,c)) + Length(SPG (b, d)) S Length(SPG (", d)) + Length(SPG(b, e)).
Proof. To prove that the shortest paths 8Pc(a, d) and 8P c (b, c) intersect each other at a vertex of G, let P(s,a) (resp., P(d, t)) be a directed path in G from the source s of G to a (resp., from d to the sink t of G). Then the vertices band c are on opposite sides of the upward directed :5 Length (SPc(a,d) ) + Length (8P c (b,c) ), we only need to point out that Length (SPc(a,c) ) Figure 6 ). 0
$ Length(SPc(a,h)) + Length(SPc(h,c)) and that Lengtl,(SPc(b,d)) $ Length(SPc(b,h)) +
Length(SPc(h, d)) (see
Lemma 5 ensures that the length matrices for shortest paths between artificial-vertices on any two strict one-way separators generated by OUI graph partitioning scheme in Subsection 3.1 have the monotonicity property [1, 2] . Therefore, we can usc the efficient parallel algorithms for monotone matrix multiplications in [1, 2] to compute shortest paths in planar st-graphs.
The main steps of our all-pairs shortest path algorithm are as follows:
1. A bottom-up stage on the partition tree TG. In this stage, for every region R in Ta, we compute and store the shortest path lengths from the artificial-vertices on the lower boundary of R to the artificial-vertices on the upper boundary of R. 
Single-Source Shortest Paths in Planar Layered st-Graphs
This section presents our O(log2 n) time, O(nlogn) work CREW PRAM algorithm for computing single-source shortest paths in planar layered st-graphs. As the all-pairs algorithm in Section 3, our parallel single-source algorithm uses a divide-and-conquer approach. A key to this divide-andconquer algorithm is a partitioning scheme that makes use of one-way separators (rather than the strict one-way separators in Section 3).
One might wonder why we use one-way separators instead of strict one-way separators to compute in parallel single-source shortest paths in planar layered st-graphs. Recall from Lemma 3 that the size of a strict one-way separator SR for a subgraph R of a planar st-graph can be proportional to the size of R. This leads to a parallel shortest path algorithm whose work bound is at least quadratic. Such a parallel algorithm would certainly be too expensive for the single-source problem on planar layered st-grapbs, whose sequential time bound is only linear.
The one-way separators we use in this section are a modified version of those used in [28] . The size of such a one-way separator for a graph region is proportional to the square-mot of the size of the region. Hence, these one-way separators are more likely to yield an efficient parallel singlesource algorithm. On the other hand, as discussed in Section 2, one-way separators do not ensure as much locality as strict one-way separators for shortest path computation (Le., true shortest paths may go outside a region bounded by one-way separators). Therefore, shortest path computation based on one-way separators must be done with much more care in order to achieve the desired efficiency. 
Lemma 7 Given a k-line embedding oj an n-vertex planar layered st-graph G, a one-way .o;eparator X' oj G can be obtained in O(logn) time and O(n) work on the EREW PRAM, such that
(1') IX'I ::; c..,fii for some positive constant c, and Figure 7 ). Let X = L j U £1 Up. X so obtained is a one-way separator with the following properties:
• None of A and B has more than 2n/3 vertices, and none of G and D has more than n/2 vertices.
• IXI = IL, UL 1 upl::; c..,fii for some positive constant c. We now prove Claim (ii). Note that A' and B ' are obtained from Steps (b) or (c). In
Step ( This completes the proof of this lemma. 0
Note that although the algorithm in [28J finds a one-way separator that partitions the graph G into at most four regions (each of which has no more than 2n/3 vertices), every such region may have as few as 0(1) vertices. In contrast, we compute a one-way separator that partitions the graph G into exactly two regions, whose sizes are nicely bounded from above and from below. This simplifies the subsequent shortest path computation.
Based on our one-way separators, we obtain a graph partitioning scheme. As in Section 3, we maintain explicitly a partition tree Ta that captures the partitioning process on the graph G.
The main steps of our single-source shortest path algorithm are as follows: Our single-source algorithm also hinges on computing shortest paths between boundary vertices of the graph regions that are generated by our graph partitioning scheme based on one-way separators. However, in the single-source case, we must compute the "true" shortest paths from s to all vertices of G. Consider a region R I generated by our partitioning scheme such that R' is a proper subregion of G. In order to compute the l'true" shortest paths from s to all the boundary vertices of R I , we need to compute correctly and efficiently the "true" shortest paths between the boundary vertices of R
I
• But, some of these shortest paths may go outside R' (even though these paths are still inside the largest region G). See Figure 8 for an example. Our single-source algorithm must handle this difficulty carefully.
Our idea for resolving this difficulty is to divide the "candidate" shortest paths into several groups, such that the computation on each group of paths can be done by using the monotone matrix searching or multiplication algorithms in [1, 2, 3] . The correct shortest paths are then selected among their "candidate" paths. We compute the shortest path lengths between boundary vertices in the bottom-up stage.
Suppose that the bottom-up computation reaches a node u of To that is associated with a graph region R. Let Xn be the one way separator associated with R, and let £i and £, be the two horizontal layers of X R (see Figure 8 ). The difficulty with our one-way separator arises when XR = L i U L j Up, that is, when the subgraph region M R of R between Li and £1 has more than 2r/3 vertices, where r is the number of vertices in R. To see why this is the case, let 'U and w be the left and right children of u in T a • associated with regions R' and R'I respectively. Then, the shortest paths between the vertices on the boundary of R' (resp., R II ) which stay inside R' (resp., R") are already computed at v (resp., w). However, some shortest paths from vertices on the boundary of R' to vertices on the directed path p of XR may go through R II (e.g., the path PRin Figure 8 ). To compute these shortest paths, we do the following: The computation at a node u E TG that is associated with a graph region R uses the parallel algorithm in [3] We now analyze the work performed by our algorithm. 5 Depth-First Search in Planar st-Graphs Most known parallel depth-first search algorithms on planar graphs are hinged on some kinds of separator results [10, 13, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 29, 30 ]. However, the task of computing in parallel useful separators for planar graphs is quite nontrivial (9, 19, 24) . In contrast, our optimal parallel depth·first search algorithm on planar st-graphs does not rely on any separator result and is actually very simple.
Let s' be the root of the depth-first search tree on G. WLOG, we assume that Sl is the source Proof. We first prove that T is a spanning tree of G rooted at the source s of G, and then that it is a depth-first search tree of G. As previously, we assume that the embedding of G is such that all edges are oriented upward.
From the construction of T, each vertex u has an unique parent purent(u) (the end vertex of incomin9Im(U) which is different from u). Then, to prove that T is a spanning tree for G rooted / at a vertex z.
at S, we only need to show that for every vertex 11., there is a unique directed path from s to 11. in T. To prove this, for every vertex 11. E G, we construct a path P as follows: 1) Let P be initially empty. 2) Add to P the edge incominglm(u) (which is an edge in T). is empty). This completes the proof that T is a spanning tree of G rooted at s.
Let T VFS be the depth-first search tree of G rooted at s, constructed by first visiting the leftmost edge of a vertex 11. of G, and assume that there is a vertex wE G such that the path pi from s to w in T is different from the path pll from s to w in T DFS ' Then, there exist two vertices u (possibly s) and v (possibly w) such that u,v E P', U,v E pl/, and the path p~v from u to v in T is vertex disjoint from the path P::1J from u to v in TDFS. Let u' (resp., ul/) be the vertex succeeding u in pi (resp., pll), and let Vi (resp., v") be the vertex preceding v in pi (resp., Pll) (see Figure 9) . We denote the directed edge from vertex x to vertex y as edge(x, y). Then, edge (u, u / ) is to the right of edge(u, u") (edge (u, u" ) is an edge on the leftmost path starting at u and passing through v) and edge (v', v) is to the left of edge(v ll , v) (edge (v l ,v) is the leftmost incoming edge of v). Due to the planarity of G, it results that P~1J and P:1J must intersect at a vertex z (z i-u and z i-v) which contradicts the assumption that p~v and F:: v are vertex disjoint. This completes the proof of this lemma. 0 Figure 10 gives an example of the depth-first search tree T of a planar sf-graph (the edges of T are dotted, and the integers are the depth-first search numbers of the vertices of the graph).
Our parallel depth-first search algorithm consists of the following steps:
.
•...-' j 8 Figure 10 : The depth-first search tree T of a planar st-graph.
